
Horde-FPS-

Wave-based-

Enemies get stronger every wave-

Survive by shooting them and running away-

On death, enemies drop currency-

Buy upgrades with currency at special upgrade stations across the 
map

-

Game Theme / 
World Idea: 

Game Concept:

Amusement park with medievil setting-

Thus mainly medievil buildings but maybe some modern 
technology (badly) hidden

-

Some kind of monsters roam the park at night-

Player breaks into park at night…-

Level Idea:

My Level is supposed to be the first (introduction) level-

Thus will introduce mechanics slowly (room by room, or rather in 
the first few rooms, then open up)

-

What would be a good introduction level theme wise?
Player breaks into amusement park at night○

-> through parking lodge○

-> first buyable door as big entrance arch-door with name of 
game/park written in glowing letters!

○

-

Level Mechanics:

What I want in the level:

Nice big entrance gate-

Level should come in full circle after unlocking all doors
Last room -> drop down to first room

Big bridge above first room going to landmark in middle▪

○

-

Big Landmark in the middle of the circle for easier orientation-

Different disctricts for easier orientation-

Five abilities -> five rooms -> five districts
All have upgrade lever somewhere on map

One control-room with all levers within▪

○

-

Additionally starting room -> additional district-

Rough Graph:

Loop
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Additionally starting room -> additional district-

Rough Graph:

Startroom

Landmark

Vision from every 
area to landmark

Loop

Connectivity Graph:

Landmark

Startroom

: buyable door

: one way

If one door is opened,
Both ways open

Landmark

: sightline

Usage Graph:

: upgrade 
station

: upgrade 
lever

Color 
coded

: item chest spawn

Big Bridge

Those lines are literal 
small corridors btw.
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Startroom

Landmark

Startroom

District Graph:

Staff Room:
Very metallic-

underground-

Entrance Area:
Balloons-

Open Area-

Decorative-

Below Landmark:
Very dark-

Moodboard:

Contrast of dark medievil and clean 
bright metallic technology

Marketplace:
Big flat 
area

-

Some 
market 
stall

-

Taverne:
Indoor-

Backroom door leads 
to staff area

-

Tables and chairs-
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Startroom

Parking Lodge:
Some cars-

Closed gate from street to parking lodge-

Light posts-

Bridge to landmark above-

Place in Front of Bridge:
Usually guarded-

Sketch for all rooms without being tied to metrics:

Startroom/Parking Lodge: Wall around

Big entrance 
gate to park

Buyable door

Closed fence 
gate to street

Parking borders

Bridge above

Enemy spawns

Entrance Area:

Tavern

Brunnen

To Landmark; goes downwardFlight of Stairs

Tavern:

Ability station
First thing 
player see 
when going 
through gate

-

Tables

Catwalk with 
door to 
landmark below 
and Ability 
Station. Players 
can drop down 

Both doors lead 
to staff area. If 
Player buys one, 
both open

Item chest
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landmark below 
and Ability 
Station. Players 
can drop down 
over railing

Bar

both open

Entrance 

Staff Room:

Wall with all the 
upgrade levers

Desk with many screens and stuff

Exits to Tavern 
and Bridge court

Not jumpable

Below Landmark:

Big Tower 
Landmark

Bridge above 
with pillar

Entrance from main 
Entrance

Entrance 
from 
tavern

Exit to market 
place

This part is elevated

Marketplace:

Movement block
Player can look over
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Consistently 
goes up 
from below 
landmark to 
bridge court

Market stalls

Can drop down 
from higher to 
lower floors

Bridgecourt + Bridge:

Landmark

Jumpable gap in bridge; if you drop down; you end up in the starting 
room

Buyable end to that level

Complete Level Sketch:

Staffroom Exit

Room connections need to be moved a bit to 
shorten corridor lenght and for a fitting bridge setup
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Metrics:

Next step:
Make rough size blockouts for each area -

Arrange them three-dimensional-

Underground path

This is the bridge part 
above the level

What sizes make sense?

Areas like this should be as wide as a corridor
Maybe a tiny bit bigger-

Shouldn't be too easy to survive in areas
Not just one plane where you can 
kite/train the enemies in circles

○

-

Never too much space-

-> thus total size top to bottom: 2*6 + 2* car 
length (don't know yet how big a car is)
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length (don't know yet how big a car is)

Big door measurement

Definetly bigger than corridors
Spawner make it difficult to survive-

Small door 
measurement

Corridor measurement

Big door measurement

Rough 3D area orientation:

The ungerground staff 
room is missing in this 
picture

Would be placed 
under everything

Corridors 
(still need 
design)
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Tools built: 
No-clip tool:

Godot doesn't offer scene view while in play mode
Thus no-clip tool to see what happens during play

Playtest-area: 
Two rooms connected by one corridor
Size of rooms and corridor adjustable during play
To find out metrics

Cheat Module:
To cheat coins, make yourself invincible and skip rounds
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